1 Introduction and Problem Formulation A practical simplified approach to the optimal control of industrial robots is to split the problem into an optimal trajectory planning followed by feedback trajectory tracking. Specifically a sequence of path points is mapped, via inverse kinematics, into a set joint angles/offsets (knots). These knots are then interpolated with smooth functions to be optimized subject t o appropriate constraints for a specific robot application. The resulting joint trajectory forms the input to the robot's feedback control system. In this context Lin et al. [l] proposed cubic polinomial functions (splines) for a trajectory planning where the total travelling time is minimized under constraints on joint velocities, accelerations and jerks. They propose an optimization solver which is computationally efficient but only provides local solutions to the constrained optimization problem. The aim to achieve a true global solution in optimal trajectory planning was pursued by Simon [2] that proposed, in a similar context, a stochastic optimization method based on neural networks, in order to obtain a minimum jerk joint trajectory. In a previous paper [3] , following the joint space scheme of [l] , we proposed a deterministic global optimization approach based on an interval lPartial support for this research has been provided by MURST scientific research funds and by AS1 (Italian Space Agency).
algorithm to obtain a global minimum-time trajectory subject to constraints on joint accelerations and jerks. The constraints on joint jerks are imposed with the aim to limit robot's vibrations and to increase robot's life-span. In this paper we repropone the problem of [3] in the special but important case in which both the initial and final velocities and accelerations are fixed to zero. By doing so we are able to present a novel cutting-plane algorithm which still providing a global solution as in [3] leads to a good computational improvement since the dimension of the problem domain is practically reduced from n to n -1. With this new approach, interval analysis is used to reveal if a local minimum, determined with a gradient-based method, is actually a global minimum. An introduction to interval analysis techniques can be found in the book of Moore [4] (the founder of interval analysis) and applications to general purpose global optimization are covered by Ratschek and Rokne [5] .
Consider an m-joint robot manipulator with given n-1 interspaced points of the tool frame Cartesian path. By appropriate application of the inverse kinematics we obtain n -1 sets of joint positions so that for each joint we have a sequence of dispacements to be interpolated by piecewise cubic polynomials. All the initial and final joint velocities and accelerations are zeros. In this context, as is already known [I] , for each joint two extra knots with free displacement have t o be inserted in second and penultimate positions to assure an overall continuity of position (displacement), velocity, and acceleration. As a conseguence at the k-th joint the displacement sequence be described by q k o , . . . , qkn ( k = 1,. . . , m) where q k l and qk,n-l are free displacement parameters and all the others are to be considered given data. Joint velocity and acceleration at the i-th knot are respectively denoted by 8 k i and ski. Denote by hi (i = 1, . . . , n) the elapsed time necessary for the i-th spline Qki(t) to connect knot i -1 to knot i with 0-7803-3970-8197 $10.00
Once the h's have been fixed, the unknown coefficients in each spline Qki(t) can be uniquely determined by imposing the continuity of displacement, velocity, and acceleration (see [€I] for details). The total travelling time required to perform the robot task is evidently Cy=l hi and the optimal trajectory planning problem with minimum-time criterion can be posed as follows:
... Note that aki(h) and jki(h) are to be considered explicit functions of spline times: they are well defined rational functions over Solving the minimumtime trajectory problem is to find a global minimizer h* = ( h i , . . . , h;) corresponding to the global minimum T* = CyIl hf of (2)-(4). Section 2 succinctly describes the main features of the outer cutting-plane (OCP) algorithm. A first application example is illustrated in section 3. Conclusions are included in the last section.
T h e Outer Cutting-Plane Algorithm
Let us introduce the feasible set of the optimization problem (2)-(4) denoted by 3 := {h E , q k 2 , qk3,. . . > qk,n-21 qkn and a M A X k j M A X k 1.
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The OCP algorithm
Determine a feasible point hf 6 3.
Apply a local gradient-based procedure t o find a local minimizer hf E 3 with T+ := T :=T+ -E Apply procedure Unfeasibility(7, T, h f , uo).
If uo = "UnF" then T -:= T and terminate. If uo = "F" go to 2 . If uo = "Cr" apply procedure Criticalness and go to 5 .
End.
hf; .
At step 1 the above algorithm requires to find a feasible point of 3. The simplest method to accomplish it is to choose any point h E Et+". If h is not feasible, then scale this point h with a sufficiently high factor X to obtain hf = Ah. Ti 3 speed up the OCP algorithm is crucial to use a good local optimizer (at step 2 ) such as, for example, the generalized reduced gradient method [7, page 3481. Indeed if step 2 is omitted then the global convergence of the OCP algorithm still holds but the price would be a very slow convergence rate (depended on E ) . The core of the algorithm is the interval procedure Unfeasibility whose aim is to prove that the convex polyhedron 7 is completely unfeasible: output uo = "UnF". If it is not possible to prove that 'Tn 3 = 0 then two cases emerge: (a) a feasible point hf has been found: output uo = "F"; (b) no conclusion can be obtained (critical case): then the procedure has to halt with uo = "Cr". The critical case of procedure Unfeaszbzlzty can appear when 7 is completely unfeasible but very close to the feasibility region F or when 7-is unfeasible with the exception of isolated feasible points or of very tiny feasible regions embedded in 7 . Roughly speaking, the sensitivity of this procedure to the critical cases is inversely proportional to 71 which is the "threshold width" of multidimensional intervals processed by Unfeasibility Indeed this procedure solves the feasibility/unfeasibility problem over 7 with the above given specifications by using interval analysis techniques [ 5 ] . Specifically an exhaustive global search over T performed via a depth j:rst strategy with the use of interval Table 1 . We set E = 0.01 and q = 0.001. The result is reported in Table 2 . Plots of velocities, accelerations, and jerks are given with Figure 1,2. -40 -. ..... 
